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Upcoming Trips &
Events
THURSDAY
South Coast Trip
Finding Friesland
Mt Everest base Camp
Egypt 2019 trip Pt 2
NZ Bird Atlas Project
WEEKENDS
Dore Pass or Longwoods
Bushcraft Weekends
Serpentine Range
Bullock Track / Roxburgh
Gorge
Arrowtown
SUNDAYS
East & West Flagstaff
Mihiwaka Bushbash
Nicols Creek/Porkies Track
Taieri Mouth to Brighton
Whare Flat to Pulpit Rock
Oamaru Day Trip - Skyline
Sandymount to Smaills
Beach
Three Silver Peaks
Mt Cutten, Mt Kettle,
Mihiwaka
If you think you’ve peaked, find a new mountain.

Otago Tramping and Mountaineering Club, 3 Young Street, Dunedin
http://otmc.co.nz https://facebook.com/groups/otmcnz
otmcnz@gmail.com
Thursday meeting at 3 Young St, South Dunedin Doors open 7:30 for
8pm start, all welcome
Sign up to our email list: https://lists.otago.ac.nz/listinfo/otmc

The OTMC bank account with ASB is …
12-3150-0311684-00
Please include your name and the reason for the payment when using internet banking
(which is the preferred option). Non-members must pay for trips when signing the trip
list,members should pay before departure. Vehicle suppliers/drivers will normally not pay
the trip fee and will be reimbursed fuel costs later (check with the trip leader or Treasurer
Sharen if in doubt).
OTMC has a large amount of gear available for members to hire. Hire charge $5 for up
to a week, then $5 per week (some safety items are free).
See or phone our Gear
Hire Committee member.

Ice Axes

Packs

Crampons

Tent/Flys

Cookers & Billies

Climbing Helmets

President: Position Vacant
Centenary/Website: Antony Pettinger 473 7924
antony.pettinger@gmail.com
Vice President: Sharen Rutherford
027 2291961
sharen.rutherford@gmail.com
Secretary: Joe Bretherton
027 3621221
jsbretherton@gmail.com
Treasurer: Sharen Rutherford
027 2291961
sharen.rutherford@gmail.com
Chief Guide: Wayne Hodgkinson
03 473 0950
wphodgkinson@xtra.co.nz
Membership Secretary: Andrew McConnell 022 089 6537 sossie_the_great@hotmail.com
Bulletin Editor: Caitlin Robertson
0274891153
caitlinr007@gmail.com
Daytrip Convener: Rodger Clarkson
03 473 6053
rodger.clarkson@xtra.co.nz
and Saskia Bronstring
0272667703
saskiabond@gmail.com
Thursday Night Planner Tina Anderson 027 2120074
tinaanderson1673@gmail.com
Weekly Updates: Tom Wager
021 0528151
tomwager3@gmail.com
Clubrooms Maintenance: Dave Bunn
029 779 7006
Gear Hire: Ralph Harvey
03 4534330
Committee: Peter Loeber
03 4774895
Conservation;Advocacy&Recreation:ChrisPearson 455 4673 cpearson86@aol.com

Sunrise
Rodger
Clarkson

Trip Reports
November
21-22nd Mt Oxford Forest Area. Sarah Chisnall.

With grand plans for a weekend away exploring a new area, seven of us headed up country on
a sunny Friday evening bound for Coopers Creek carpark to camp for the night. A few
navigational whoopsies later, all tents were erected and we settled down for a night listening
to the roar overhead and silently praying that the massive Macrocarpa trees weren't going to
crash over during the night.....for Mother Nature decided to accompany the clear, warm
evening with relentless and ferocious gale force winds.
Not to be deterred, early Saturday
morning we split into our Medium and Fit
groups and each set off on their
respective routes. Our destination was a
solid day up and over Mount Oxford,
descending down past Wharfdale area
and onwards further to Black Hill hut for
a well earned feast and cosy evening. As
we gained altitude, breaking out of the
bushline, it became apparent that a
rethink might be in order. Without the
shelter of the bush, each footstep
became an effort to stay on track and
avoid stumbling like a drunk. Layers were
put on to ward off the wind chill (despite the sunny skies) and eyes were watering but still we
optimistically pushed on. At 1100m altitude, we struggled to remain standing and the wind
was picking up small stones off the ground and directing them at our heads, which wasn't
particularly ideal. During the frequent 'gusts' we were reduced to crawling on all fours, army
assault style, and clinging onto any any available vegetation to anchor ourselves. At this point,
still well below the
even more
exposed1300m+
summit, we decided
Mount Oxford could
wait for another day
and negotiated our
way back into the
shelter of the bush.
Unsurprisingly each
group we
encountered, who didn't believe what we decribed, became believers shortly after.
I've never encountered wind that strong before!

Reconvening at the carpark, we decided a coffee and kai (and pies for the connoisseurs in the
group) in nearby Oxford were required as a consolation prize while we mulled over our
options. Plans were made for a cruisy overnighter further down country into Spurs hut in the
North Ophua Conservation Area.
With less wind it was a sunny and
warm evening jaunt to Spurs hut,
where Caitlin, Michael and I set up
our tents, had a quick refresh in the
creek and enjoyed a gourmet meal,
good tunes and some cold
refreshments with an interesting
couple staying in the hut.
Unfortunately an injury in the
Medium group saw them return to
camp back at the cars for an early
exit Sunday morning to try out the
reputed Fairlie bakery pies for
breakfast. Our Sunday was a
pleasant return hike back out to the car in the warmth of the sun, a compulsory pitstop in the
Bakers Foodstore Cafe in Geraldine (nothing to do at all with the free sample stations...) and
an earlier than expected arrival back into Dunedin. While it turned out to not be a FIT trip in
terms of tramping, a FOODIE road crawl trip was a pretty good next best thing!
Thanks to Roger, Tina, Maria, Alana, Caitlin and Michael for their company, good humour and
foodie encouragement!

22nd NOT Rustlers Ridge / Swampy Summit / Leith Sadde. Tony Timperley.
Tony woke up on Sunday morning to the sound of rain and a howling southerly.
“Surely no sane tramper would think of crawling the length of Swampy in these
conditions –would they? Do I need to go to Woodhaugh to see if anyone has turned
up?” he wondered.
But, being the responsible leader he is, he donned his wet weather gear and drove
to Woodhaugh (Duke St entrance) and there were – sorry, was – one other tramper
waiting : Mark! As we were discussing our options, a young woman came and joined
us. She introduced herself as Roma and said she was keen to do a tramp despite the
conditions. Tony and Mark had agreed that being first soaked then blown off
Swampy was not an option, but decided that we still needed to grit our teeth and do
something equally as demanding. A tramp along the Leith Stream track to the Ross
Creek Track up to the dam, then along the upper track on the left of the reservoir
and out to Booth Road was agreed upon. We would then assess conditions before
deciding where to progress from there. So, with chins jutting and hooded heads
bowed against the wind and rain we began to negotiate the dangers of the Leith
Stream track. This successfully achieved, we trudged up the Ross Creek track to then
find ourselves confronted by the near vertical face of the dam!

Undeterred, we mounted the wooden steps, spurning the assistance offered by the
banisters, then scaled the loose gravel. When we emerged at top of the dam we
were greeted with gasps of admiration from walkers (Note - not trampers!) who had
parked their cars at the Burma Rd carpark and were merely doing a flat stroll around
the reservoir.
They were obviously not expecting to see fully kitted out trampers heading for the
hills in the prevailing weather conditions.
After doing our own gasping recovery, we headed across the dam and onto the
upper track, passing joggers who stepped aside deferentially so as not to hinder our
progress. We soon arrived at Booth Rd and here decided to accept the challenges of
the boardwalks of McGoun's Track rather than just trudge up the Pineapple.
Just as we had crossed the bridge near the end of McGoun's we saw the start of the
old Pineapple track. We were, of course, already infused with the pioneering spirit
so there was no doubt that this was the track we would take. Following in the
footsteps of our forefathers, we battled our way up through mud, over slippery
rocks, and around fallen trees until we eventually came out onto open grassland. By
now we were desperately in need of energy food, so before emerging into the open
we searched around unsuccessfully for some tins of pineapple that had reputedly
been left behind for fellow pioneers by our ancestors. (Pre-European?)
When we did emerge into the open we were met by gale-force southerlies and
horizontal rain. The combination of these conditions, along with hunger and thirst,
resulted in the pioneering spirit deserting us, so after crossing the open grassland,
we jumped down to the new Pineapple track, walked down (not tramped) 50 metres
to the bush covered section where under shelter we tucked into our food and
warmed up with our hot drinks.
Our descent to Booth Rd was uneventful, as was our return tramp (!) through the
Ross Creek area and Leith Stream track. However, when strollers stepped aside,
gasped and gave us looks of admiration, we put on our best Ed Hillary impression
(I'm not sure how Roma did this!) and muttered, “It was hell up there!”
When we arrived back at Woodhaugh, it was an impressive three hours since we left.
We may not have got ourselves blown off Swampy, but I'm sure you will agree that
we had exposed ourselves to equally demanding conditions.
Written by Tony Timperley (with embellishments) for: Mark Stephenson and Roma.
PS: Sorry there are no photos. Tramping with your body angled down at 45 degs
does not make for interesting shots.

29nd Gourmet Coast - Four short walks with shared meals in between. Jan Burch.
It must have been getting near Xmas because as we were driving towards our first
stop at Seacliff Reserve we were held up by 6 geese a waddling. A short walk around
the reserve revealed Spreading Elms and an English countryside type reserve on the
site of the old ‘lunatic’ asylum. There were interesting signboards around including
the tragic fire that claimed 37 locked in patients. Apparently one part of the building
showed cracks from inadequate foundations as it was being built but was carried on
to completion. However this meant the buildings were never going to lasta long time
making one wonder who the lunatics really were.
We had morning tea at the reserve entrance with many treats being brought out.
Next it was onto Karitane where we did the peninsula walk followed by lunch where
many treats were again brought out to share.
After lunch a quick drive took us to Waikouaiti where we did the Hawksbury Lagoon
tracks across the lagoon and out onto Waikouaiti Beach. We proceeded to the north
end of the beach before returning to the cars. There was the option of walking the
full length of the beach towards Karitane but a reasonable sea breeze meaning we
decided that we had had a good day out already and it was time to return to
Dunedin.
Thanks Jan for organising a trip based around 2 of my favourite things, tramping and
eating.
Rodger Clarkson for Jan Burch, Alan Hanson, Jane Cloete, Mark Stephenson, Mike
Scott, and Rohit Mohan.

December
6th Careys - Honeycomb - Rongomai Circuit.
Mark Stephenson.
The track starts with a stream crossing and there
are several others as you make your way
upstream. Fortunately for us it had been dry for
some time and the water was shallow. Mostly it
was a toss-up between slightly wet feet or

teetering on slippery stepping-stones. Jan Burch reckons the trip has never been
done without someone falling in at some point.
Having past the turnings to Rongomai and Honeycomb tracks we climbed a little and
after 30mins stopped in the bush with a view of the bluff on the opposite side of the
valley. Morning Tea was spent slurping and sunbathing before backtracking to the
Honeycomb.
There is a bit of a steep climb through some lovely
bush and then scrub before coming out to the
edge of a pine/ macro plantation. We stopped
there for lunch with views back to Mt Cargill and
the coast.
The return journey entailed joining the forestry road a short way and then down the
Rongomai track along a razorback ridge initially. Returning to the valley floor, we
finally meandered back to the cars.
A pleasant 4-5 hours with relaxation stops along the way, the trip has great variety
and interest.
(Party unknown)
27th Maungatua from Woodside Glen. Tomas Sobek.
This was a solid 8 hours day including some much needed breaks. Starting from
Woodside Glen carpark we walked up and down the same way. My GPS calculated
1,080 metres of altitude gain on this trip and total of 14 km distance travelled. Not a
bad effort and thankfully the weather was perfect -- not too hot, not too windy,
everything just right. The party was determined to go all the way to the summit so
this was my first club daywalk when we really reached the trig point. Once above
bushline the track turns into a poled route through gorgeous waist high tussock.
Later on we left behind even that navigation luxury and continued plain off-track
though the lightly undulated wetland. We avoided couple of tarns and did our best
not to damage the fragile area.
On the way we encountered 4
different species of orchids,
including one I haven't seen in
Dunedin area previously. But I am
not a botanist, I just like those little
gems. We also saw plenty of birds
by the tarns, mainly seagulls.
Overall a very enjoyable way to
burn some Christmas calories in a
friendly company of like-minded folk.

Tomas Sobek on behalf of Mark Stephenson, Martin Stefan, Simon Roff, Emma Roff,
Maree MacRae, and Ross Duncan
January
17th Rosella Ridge, Silver Peaks. Joe Bretherton.
Sharon was unavailable to lead this walk, so Joe became the trip leader.
Six of us met at the Woodhaugh Gardens at 8am – the weather forecast for the day
was not very inspiring!
We arrived at the main carpark on Mountain Rd at 8.40am (in the fog), we then set
off on the Gold Miners Direct Track which drops relatively steeply down to the
Waikouaiti River. At this point we connected to the River Track and headed
downstream, which as the name suggests - follows the path of the river.
These tracks have been upgraded
(substantially) & maintained by a group of
volunteers who are out in the Silver Peaks
regularly – highly commendable!
Calories were lost as the humidity
increased - the River Track was slowly
gaining elevation and we were all sweating!
We had morning tea at the junction of the
Hunters Track at 10.00am.
We debated whether to continue on the
River Track to the junction of the Rosella
Ridge Track, or head up the Hunters Track.
As we were 100m above the river (&
Antony thought the River Track dropped
back down to the river), we headed up the
Hunters Track.
The climb was steep, but soon enough we were breaking through the cloud/fog as
we connected to the Rosella Ridge Track.
We continued up Rosella Ridge and when we weren’t getting buffeted by the
norwesterlies, we were getting ‘fried’ in the sun. We had lunch at midday, close to
Pt 633.
After lunch we continued along a very well defined track, with plenty of views & a
few orchids! We then linked up to the main track near Green Hill, rather than
stopping for a break we headed for the old Green Hut site to seek shade. We arrived
at the old Green Hut site at 1.40pm – sat in the shade, talked, drank & snacked.

After a while we headed off again and were back at the cars at approx. 2.45pm.
The Metservice had gotten this day wrong!
A very enjoyable hike with a good bunch of people (Joe Bretherton-author, Sue
Williams, Rodger Clarkson, Antony & Debbie Pettinger, Rohit Mohan)
23-24th Lower Timaru River - Tarns 'n' Tracks. Sarah Chisnall.
After seeing a map showing some tarns nestled in a basin area high along a ridgeline
running off the Lower Timaru river, it became an alluring idea for a trip to camp
there. And so Brad, Andrew and I departed Dunedin on a sunny Friday late
afternoon, collecting Greg in Roxburgh on the way, and enjoyed a comfortable night
tenting in Albert Town. As Saturday morning dawned we were stoked that the
overnight rain didn't eventuate and we packed up dry gear. Not so great was the
rain that set in as we drove alongside Lake Hawea to the Lower Timaru Carpark and
had to dig out raincoats while simultaneously slapping at the sandflies.
Shortly after leaving the carpark, I had the first inkling this was going to be another
'not as planned' trip when our first crossing of the Lower Timaru River appeared
(with another 12 to follow in the first section through to Junction Hut). What should
usually be an ankle deep affair through clear water was a swift, milky grey thigh high
experience that meant I got good practice of the Linked Up river crossing technique.

But at least it was warm and by the time we arrived at Junction Hut after the slow
going jaunt up the river the rain had lone gone and the sun was beating down on us.
After a snack and sunscreen stop, and a quick flick through the hut book entries
featuring 'Dobby and Bonehead' we headed off on our untracked route to climb up
to our planned tarn utopia. That is until still within sight of the hut, we encountered
a distressed lost dog who was clearly well cared for and looking forlornly for his
human. The dog lovers among us couldn't leave a lost dog to chance, so a new plan
was hatched, based on a theory that this dog might in fact be the 'Bonehead'
mentioned in the hut book. Greg volunteered to stay with 'Bonehead' at Junction

Hut, on the off-chance his human(s) returned
searching for him, while the rest of us would
continue up the Timaru river and then veer off into
the next side valley, following a tributary up to the
head where a track was marked as heading high up
into the tops to Moonlight & Roses hut where we
might find Bonehead's human.
This went well and although slow-going on the
slippery rocks and windfall, was reasonably
straightforward spending the afternoon walking in
the river heading up the side valley. We even
enjoyed a quick immersion in a deeper spot to cool
off and 'air dried' in the warmth of the sun. But of
course, the next obstical appeared in that the
'marked' route up through the bush was nowhere to
be found. After fluffing around and venturing up
steep side creeks trying to intersect it, we gave up
and resigned ourselves to further bashing up the
river until finding a suitable point of attack.
With the afternoon quickly evaporating, we
left the river and bashed up a ridgeline
through the thick bush, getting snagged on
everything, and worked our way up though
patches of more open rocky scrubland....by
scrubland I mean thick head height
matagouri and other prickly specimens that
was a joy to push through. With hands and
legs full of prickles, we eventually emerged
above the scrub into more forgiving tussock
country for the final grunt up to Moonlight &
Roses hut nestled on a small plateau on the
bushedge above a neighbouring gully.
There we did indeed find Boneheads human,
but it turned out Bonehead was already
there and the dog with Greg was actually
Dobby. Plans were made to collect Greg and
Dobby on our way out the next day and drop
off Dobby at his home in Wanaka. With that
sorted, we enjoyed a lovely social evening,
yarning, rehydrating and sharing our
gourmet feast with our fellow hut

inhabitants. We were also informed that the 'track' up to the hut hasn't existed for
the last 20 years so we were never going to 'find it'!
Sunday morning provided another gorgeous day as we continued climbing upwards
towards the saddle, only to be alarmed by a loud panting that did not belong to any
of us humans....Bonehead had decided to join us and was not to be deterred in her
mission as chief guide. So we spent Sunday morning navigating our way sidling
through steep gullies, more matagouri and spaniards, to eventually find a way into
Deep Spur Creek and pick our way down the riverbed which was still faster going
than bashing through the thick bush. By 1pm we had been spat out on the wider
flats for a comparatively speedy wander through the scrub to find Greg on the river
flats by Junction Hut....only to discover that after 24 hours straight of dog-sitting he
had not long off-loaded Dobby to three local hunters who were happy to walk him
out and try locate his owners in Wanaka. Poor Greg, the look on his face when we
re-appeared with a nearly identical dog! The rest of the afternoon involved a rather
uneventful and 'easy' hike back out criss crossing the Timaru River back to the car,
accompanied by Bonehead. A well earnt swim was enjoyed before heading back into
Wanaka, dropping off Bonehead, tracking down her owner's wife at her bookstore
and explaining about Dobby, before finally driving back to Dunedin wondering how
the heck we ended up being temporary carers for two random dogs while their
owner was still in the hills dog-less!
While this trip had no tracks and no tarns, it still turned out to be a solid effort of
off-track navigating and adventures
- thanks to Greg, Andfrew and Brad for joining in the fun!

24th Trotters Gorge and Katiki Point.
Mark Stephenson.
A great day spent with: Mike Scott, Jane Cloete, Sandra Divett, Charlotte Handley,
Chris Handley, Lauren Schaer, Leonie Lobber, Heather Grupulaar, and Roger
Clarkson.
Blessed with warm and sunny weather, we drove up to Trotters Gorge Campsite to
begin our walks. We started with the Cave Walk and the Loop track. After inspecting
the overhang and the caves we began a steep climb up to the ridge. We stopped at
the top to drink and admire the view.

Roger, Heather, Lauren and myself ventured
up onto the rocky spine of the ridge.
Thankful for the dry weather, we scrambled
up, needing all hands and feet available to
climb. Not too difficult for the fit, but
unforgiving as the drop is unprotected on
both sides. We were rewarded with
spectacular views down to Katiki Point and
the coastline northwards, as well as south to
Puketapu at Palmerston.
Then back down through bush to the campground again, after which we walked up
the track to the University Hut. Charlotte particularly enjoyed the half dozen river
crossings. Her gaiters are so good, apparently, they kept her feet dry throughout.
The rest of us had soggy feet.
We stopped at the log cabin (Uni hut) and enjoyed lunch in the most perfect spot.
Roger and I had a quick dip beforehand. The water was deliciously warm. As the
others didn’t dare go in, they’ll never know the truth of that, but that’s my story
anyway.
After lunch we wandered further up the
valley admiring the rock formations. After
30 mins of scrub and gorse the track
became a bit obscure so we turned back.
Part 3 was a drive to Katiki Point and a
stroll to the seal colony. There was much
debate re: seals or sea lions, but I think
the sea lions won in the end, thanks to
Google and the lack of anyone who knew
what they were talking about.
It was great to see two yellow-eyed penguins just standing around for us all to watch.
A great day was had by all.
6-8th Waitangi Weekend (3 Days)
Gillespie Pass Circuit.
Rose Colhoun.
Friday night was spent at Boundary Creek
campsite on the shore of Lake Wanaka,
just south of Makarora. Despite warnings
from DoC, the sandflies didn't bother us
too much. On Saturday morning, we

checked in at the Wilkin Jet office in Makarora, paid for our jetboat tickets, and met
up with some more members of our party. The trip began with a pleasant crossing of
the Makarora river, just above the confluence of the Young, where we joined the
track on the true left of the Young river. It was blisteringly hot, and our packs were
heavy, but it was a gentle meander up the Young Valley to the Young Forks bridge.
We stopped for lunch just up valley from the Young Forks, and many of us had a
refreshing dip in the river. From
there on, the track was
substantially rougher, and we
were all more tired and hot, so it
felt like a long afternoon getting
to Young Hut. The hut was chocka,
as expected, but we had already
made the decision to continue an
hour further on and camp just
beyond the bushline, below the
beautiful cirque of Mt Awful.
Waking to a frost in the alpine of the Young Basin on Sunday morning, we were
quick to get packed up and start the march up the hill before the heat of the day. A
couple of juvenile keas made an appearance at the bottom of the mountain, it was
nice to see them as they had been well-behaved and not caused a ruckus in our
camp.
As soon as we started the ascent, it was an unrelenting up, up, up, first through the
scrub, then zig-zagging through the snowgrass. We were thankful for the breeze
which was just enough to keep us cool without making us feel uncomfortably
exposed on the steep slope. There was a small respite on a sort of saddle below Pt
1574, then through a gully to reach the high point of Pt 1629. A few rockwren were
spotted among the rocks below the high point and photographer Greg spent some
time waiting patiently for them to pop out of the shadows.

Then it was time for the unrelenting down, down, down into the Gillespie valley. A
few more rockwren were spotted, and snowberries sampled as we worked our way
down to the welcoming lower gradient of the Gillespie stream. We stopped here for
lunch and again some had a dip in the river which was apparently much colder than
the day before. Another hour sidling saw us pop out of the bush into the Siberia
valley. As we wanted to make the side trip up to Lake Crucible, we made our way to
the other side of the wide valley to camp at the bottom of the track, bumping into
fellow club member Trisha along the way.
We had a relaxing evening, preparing ourselves for an early morning start the next
day to get up to Lake Crucible. We grilled all the parties coming down from the lake
to get an idea of timing, but everyone said something different, so we made the call
that it would be a 5am start to head up there the next morning. We wanted to allow
plenty of time to get down the valley to catch the jetboat at Kerin Forks. I was a bit
ambivalent about the expedition to the lake, as I'd been there before and I was
feeling pretty tired from the previous two days' efforts. But fomo won out when I
heard the others getting organised in the morning, so I chomped down some dry
muesli and joined the line of headlights going up to the lake. It's a steep scramble up
tree roots all the way to the bushline, then the basin allows for easy travel through
the scrub until another short, steep ascent of the moraine wall that hides the lake.

One person at the front got caught out however, taking a wrong turn in a dry
riverbed and ending up high on the side of the cirque walls. The rest of us made it to
the lip of the moraine wall, and two keen beans even took a swim in the lake. As we
were feeling rather on edge about our missing person, we didn't stay long at the
lake, and headed back down the basin to meet our wanderer where they had left
the track not far above the bushline. We were all very relieved to be reunited, and
also for the daylight that aided our descent back to camp.

We were well under the 6hours return that we had allowed for the Lake Crucible trip,
so we had time for a cuppa and a leisurely pack-up before escaping the sandflies to
have lunch at Siberia hut. The hut is in a great location, with awesome views up the
Siberia valley, and a lovely waterfall to shower under behind the hut. We had time
to relax at the hut for an hour or so before the easiest part of our trip along the
well-formed track to Kerin Forks and a quick jetboat ride back to Makarora. I was
feeling super thankful to have avoided the long slog out the Wilkin Valley as we sped
along the river.
It was a much tougher trip than I had
anticipated, but worth it for the
amazing views, great weather, and
fabulous company.
Thanks to Richard and Alex Forbes,
Barry Walker, Elke Mathewson,
Jasmin Robb, Greg Slui, Esther de
Lange, Caitlin Robertson, Mike and
Morag McTaggart, Tina Anderson,
Robert Van Hale, Tom Wager, Heather
Gruppelaar, Sue Williams, and Rohit Mohan for joining me on this epic trip.

Boot Care!
1. Prep & Clean - remove the insole and laces and brush off dirt under luke warm
water.
2. Apply Product - Use a waterproof spray followed by a hydrate/conditioner cream
to reproof leather.
3. Dry & Store - Let the boots dry, replace sole and store in a dry place (eg. hot
water cupboards shelves)

Other Updates
Well between COVID19 and the weather we arent getting out and about as
much as we would like so I hope you all did extra over the summer months!
Remember to keep on scanning those QR codes and signing in. No one wants to
be caught out with the virus! This is a timely reminder that if you are sick, please
stay at home for your health and for the health of our community.

OTC / OTMC Centenary 2023
The early 1920’s was an important time for tramping in Dunedin, with many local
trampers out and about exploring the local hills. From the research I have
undertaken as part of our Centenary planning, it is probable a day trip undertaken
by some locals who became foundation members of the club on December 26, 1922
from Mt Allan to Waitati via the Silver Peaks had a part to play in the formation of
our club. A public notice for a meeting to form the club in August 1923 started with
these words: ‘On account of its wonderfully picturesque situation Dunedin may well
be called “The Pedestrian’s Paradise.” There is a great choice of fine walks in its
immediate vicinity, and it has the advantage of a climate which makes a tramp over
the hills enjoyable all the year round’
Now that we have reached 2021, our planning for the Centenary will be starting in
earnest. The next important milestone to celebrate in some way is that we are now
approaching 100 years since Ben Rudd acquired his second (and our current)
property on Flagstaff. Ben Rudd became the owner of the property in April 1921,
and I know that the Ben Rudd’s Management Trust are working on some
improvements to the former skid-site which will enhance this area – this ties into a
century since Ben Rudd moved to the property.
100 Trips for 100 Years
Our flagship project for the club centenary is 100 Trips for 100 Years. This was
proposed to the club a few years ago, and a lot of work has gone into making this a
reality for 2022-23. The basic concept is to repeat 100 of our favourite or iconic trips
over the 12-month period leading up the centenary celebration weekend (which has
been set as Labour Weekend 2023). 100 trips in one year is more than we are
currently doing, but by including evenings and some shorter walks on Saturday
afternoons (as the OTC did in the 1920’s) I’m confident we can complete the
programme of trips.

At this stage, the very first trip will be from near Mt Allan (Big Stream area due to
forestry access considerations) to Hightop via the Silver Peaks. This is inspired by the
Boxing Day trip of 1922 and seems an appropriate way to start. This will be a week
before Labour Weekend 2022 to allow for a three-day Labour Weekend trip. While I
have a lot of ideas floating around, some trips automatically make the list, here are
some highlights:
Routeburn In A Day (in summer)
East Matukituki – Albertburn Saddle (this trip is for Life Member Ron Keen and the
participants of the 1963 Easter trip to the saddle, and subsequent storm followed by
an equally harrowing crossing of the West Matukituki on the return trip)
Five Passes in mid-January 2023
Return trip to the Milford Track (we will aim to book the track as we did for
Milford50 in 2015)
Repeat of the first OTC trip to Flagstaff from Ross Creek, 100 years to the day from
the first trip (Sept 1, 1923, this is a Friday afternoon in 2023)
Re-enactment of first encounter with Ben Rudd in September 1923 – I think we
already have a ‘stand in’ for Ben Rudd.
OTMC Silver Peaks Marathon (can’t leave this out, although it will probably be the
‘half’ version!)
Another theme for the weekend trips in 2023-24 being considered is the southern
portion of the Te Araroa Trail. The initial thinking is to start from the southern bank
of the Rangitata, and finishing at Bluff. This would require support drivers, some
long weekends and the sections wouldn’t be completed in order – rather they would
take into account the seasons and availability of long weekends. I’d be interested to
know if there was support for this?
Once Bushcraft 2021 is finished planning work will resume in earnest on our 100
Trips
project
–
updates
can
be
viewed
on
our
website:
https://otmc.co.nz/centenary/100-trips.html.
OTMC Trip Report Collection
Our published trip reports from both the OTMC Bulletin and Outdoors Magazine
provide the best view of the club at any given time – we have started republishing
the Bulletin trip reports in yearly collections, starting (for now) with 1985. The aim is
to have up to 2022 completed by the Centenary. You can view the completed
collections here: https://otmc.co.nz/centenary/bulletin-yearly-collections.html
Centenary Outdoors Publication
The OTMC Outdoors was once a more-or-less annual publication, and generally
focused on the more prominent trips and events the club were involved in. There
was a publication aligned with the 40th, 50th, 75th and 90th club anniversaries, but
no decision has been made for a centenary publication. On one hand it would be a

no-brainer to publish some sort of publication, but on the other hand we need
assistance with putting it all together. We certainly don’t have the resources to
publish a book such as ‘Leading The Way’ (the Tararua Tramping Club’s centenary
publication), and a lot of history has already been published in multiple editions of
Outdoors.
If anyone has a view on a centenary publication, please let me know.
Centenary Sub-Committee and the Centenary Celebrations
Now is the time to put a Centenary Sub-Committee together to plan primarily for
the Centenary Weekend, being held over Labour Weekend 2023. The
sub-committee will be formally run, with regular meetings, minutes taken at
meetings and actions allocated to individuals. There are many things to discuss and
plan for, such as venues, contacting past members and the actual centenary
programme.
It would be good for the sub-committee to have a makeup of longer standing and
current members. I also plan to ask our Life Members to act in an advisory role –
they have the benefit of seeing the club through many different phases and I know I
will appreciate their contribution.
I will be approaching some members to join us on the sub-committee and invite
anyone else interested in helping with the centenary planning to get in touch. With
new technology now available, such as Zoom, there is nothing to stop members
from around the country in being involved in the planning or just providing
feedback.
If you are keen to be involved then please contact me – email is probably best:
antony.pettinger@gmail.com
The centenary is primarily about our members, as well as celebrating what the
OTMC has achieved over 100 years.
We now have a dedicated centenary section on our website, and this will continue
to have content added as we head towards the centenary. The section is linked from
the
main
pages,
and
can
also
be
directly
accessed
here:
http://otmc.nz/centenary/centenary-index.html
Antony Pettinger

Upcoming Day Trips/Weekends & Thursday Meetings
Thursday Night Meeetings
Club Social meetings at the Club rooms 3 Young Street, South Dunedin
Members, non-members, visitors , all are welcome to these social events. Doors open
at 7:30 for an 8 pm start.
All ideas are welcome for future up-coming evenings.

Upcoming Trip and Meeting Quarterly Planner

March - May 2021
MON

TUE

WED

1

2

3

Bush

4

THU

FRI

5

6

SAT

BYO photo Night

SUN

7 Nicols Creek / Porkies Track. Mark
Stephenson 027 615 1870

Craft

Bushcraft - River Safety Instruction
6-7 Dore Pass
Rose Colhoun 021 151 3791

8

9

10

Bush

11

12

13

Cloete 03 467 2328

Craft
15

16

14 Taieri Mouth to Brighton Jane

Denan Diep Mt Everest Base Camp

13-14 Bushcraft Silver Peaks Tramping Weekend
17

18

19

20

21 West Of Flagstaff Peter Loeber 03

Peter Loeber Egypt Pt 2

477 4895
20-21 Otago Anniversary (3 Days) Lake Roberts Sunny Creek Ian Billinghurst 021 279 7881

22

23

24

25

26

27

Mary Thompson & Bruce

Rutherford 027 229 1961

McKinlay: The NZ Bird Atlas

27-28 Combined Bushcraft / OTMC Weekend -

National Conservation project
29

30

31

1 April

28 Whare Flat to Pulpit Rock Sharen

East Matukituki Valley
2

Easter - no club night

3

4

2-6 Easter (5 Days) Serpentine Range - Three Passes Ian
Billinghurst 021 279 7881

5

6

7

8

9

10 Ben

11 Oamaru Day Trip - Skyline Walk

Barry Walker

Rudd's

Maria Hamelink 021 712 606

Paparoa Track

Work
Day

12

13

14

15

16

17

Jamie Ward-Allen

18 Sandymount to Smaills Beach
Peter Loeber 03 477 4895

Developing the northern cycleway
19

20

21

22

23

Alex Tupps

24

25

24-25 ANZAC Weekend: Arrowtown Area Rodger
Clarkson 03 473 6053

26

27

28

29

30

1 May

2 Three Silver Peaks Tony Timperley
03 473 7257

1-2 Bullock Track / Roxburgh Gorge (Cycle Option)
Jane Cloete 03 467 2328
3

4

5

6
BYO PHOTO NIGHT!

7

8

9 Mt Cutten, Mt Kettle, Mihiwaka
Charlotte Handley 022 621 6578

8-9 Brewster Hut Caitlin Robertson 0274891153

As a reminder you must pre-register on the Weekend Trip List at the club rooms (or
contact the leader direct) before the closing date (normally two weeks before the trip
start). Members must pay before departure, non-members upon registering
(non-members pay $13 more than the members fee shown below.Vehicle providers may
be exempt from the fee (check with the leader).Trip organisational details will follow by
email.You are responsible for your gear and medical / first-aid needs (also see Gear
Hire). (E)asy, (M)edium, (F)it required.
Hi everyone I am the newest editor! Please email your contributions for the next issue
to caitlinr007@gmail.com by 15th May 2021. Though I appreciate earlier delivery, so
that I can start piecing it together without rushing (Also the sooner you write the report
the more you remember - not looking at anyone in particular……) If you include a photo
or two, please note appropriate captions (names of people pictured, names of land
features, etc.)
A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL THAT CONTRIBUTE!

Celebrating everything and everyone OTMC. Send your favourite hiking photos to the
editor. I may even choose it as the front cover!

Sea gulls and tarn on top of Maungatu.
Tomas Sobek

